Year end picnic - Middle School
End of the academic session 2017-18 is here. To bid adieu to this lovely session the middle
school - year end picnic we're organised.
A trip to Kotla Feroz Shah was organised for Grade 6. It was a fun filled yet informative
visit. The students were amazed with the fort’s numerous ruins and at the same time
enjoyed playing in its sprawling lawns. It was a great bonding time with the students and
teachers playing games and singing together with great enthusiasm. The students and the
teachers alike kept discussing stories of the long lost historical monument even during
their way back to school.

Grade 7 enjoyed the lovely lush green Lodhi garden. The students with bags full of food,
ample energy and with lots of excitement reached the venue. They played, ate and ran
enjoying every moment. The teachers supervising them kept a strict watch also enjoying
the lovely area.A day well spent. All back to school on time.

Someone has rightly said, ‘You bring your own weather to a picnic.!’ Class VIII went to
Nehru Park. Armed with Badminton rackets, footballs and food, students ran around in
the sun and enjoyed being with each other and with their teachers. After returning they
still had energy to go and play in the gymnasium.
These outings were a great way to break the monotonous routine of work as well as to
bring a closure to yet another fulfilling and enriching year. Students returned back happy
and rejuvenated with a gleam in their eyes to face their annual examinations with fresh
energy. Students of grade 8 felt nostalgic as it would be their last year at the Middle School

and played games and spent time interacting with their teachers, singing songs and
building everlasting memories.
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